PECULIARITIES RELATED TO COMBINED EFFECTS PRODUCED BY CHEMICAL ALLERGENS MIXTURE
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Workers employed at chemical productions run risks of occupational allergic diseases with chemical etiology. These risks should be assessed and relevant prevention activities are to be substantiated; in this respect it is vital to reveal essence, peculiarities, and mechanisms of hyperimmune response when a body is exposed to a mixture of chemicals with various allergenic and toxic properties. We performed a series of experiments to examine allergenic properties of 57 various chemical mixtures and their separate components; the experiments involved modeling of intradermal introduction in standard doses into albino guinea pigs (ears) or into white mice (bases of tails), the substances were mixed with complete Freund’s adjuvant. The obtained results allowed to reveal that intensity of allergenic activity shown by chemical mixtures was determined both by intensity of allergenic properties possessed by specific components in a mixture and by additivity of their immunomodulating effects under combined exposure. These effects naturally depend on a combination of various allergens in a mixture, their contents and quantitative ratios, as well as occurrence of substances with non-specific adjuvant and toxic properties in a mixture. And combined allergenic effects produced by a mixture of chemicals that contains strong chemical allergens in high quantities tend to enhance hyperergic immune response (potentiating) to weaker allergenic components. Predominantly potentiating combined allergenic effects produced by a mixture of chemicals on a body occur due to interrelated mechanisms of specific (elimination of tolerance to conjugate epitopes and modified carrier protein, occurrence of cross-reactive antigen determinants etc.) and non-specific immune modulation (adjuvant, irritating, and immune-toxic effects produced by chemical components in a mixture).
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Assessment of risks related to occupational allergic diseases (OAD) of chemical etiology, their prevention and hygienic standardization involve a necessity to solve a lot of significant theoretical and practical tasks. One of them is determining essence, peculiarities and mechanisms of hyperimmune response under exposure to a mixture of chemicals (MC) with their allergic and toxic properties having various intensity. Despite its relevance, the issue has been given too little attention over recent years, probably, due to high labor and material costs necessary to perform experimental research.

It is known that when two or more complete or artificial antigens (Ag) are simultaneously introduced into a body, immune modulation between them has intramolecular or intermolecular competitive character; it frequently leads to an immune response to one or several Ag being inhibited and a response to a dominant Ag being restored or inhibited [1]. Chemicals as haptens become complete Ag only after their conjugation with auto-protein carriers that are modified with hapten but still preserve their natural tolerance to a greater or lesser extent [2]. Therefore, immune mechanisms that realize a combined allergenic ef-
fect can differ from Ag significantly under simultaneous exposure to several chemical allergens (CA) in MC that happens in real-life environment. It has been confirmed by multiple experimental and clinical data, mostly on enhanced body allergization under simultaneous exposure to several CA. But it still remains unclear what hyperergic immune response develops in a body under exposure to MC depending on a combination of chemicals with different sensitizing activity and toxicity as well as on their fractions in a mixture; possible mechanisms that realize a combined CA effect in a mixture also need to be clarified.

Our research goal was to perform experimental research and detect peculiarities of combined effects produced on a body by CA in a multi-component mixture and to theoretically substantiate possible immune mechanisms that realize it.

Data and methods. We performed experimental research with standardized techniques in order to examine irritating and allergic properties of 57 MC with various composition and their separate components. Sensitization was modeled via intradermal introduction into a ear of an albino Guinea pig in a standard dose equal to 200 µg of MC and their separate components; another way was intradermal introduction into a tail base of a white mouse in a standard dose equal to 100 µg mixed with a surface-active substance (SAS). Essence and intensity of hyperergic immune response was determined via a set of allergy-diagnostic techniques in vivo (challenge direct and cross epicutaneous tests, intradermal tests of a swelling in a paw or ear) and in vitro (reaction of specific mast cells degranulation, micro-precipitations, blast-cell lymphocytes transformation etc.) that reflected induction of delayed and instant hypersensitivity (DHS or IHS) in a body.

Examined MC and their separate components were assessed as per their allergenic activity and hazard (4 categories overall); to do that, we applied criteria related to DHS intensity and detection, namely frequency of positive integral parameter of challenge intradermal tests in animals from the test group given in scores (in %), validity of discrepancies in average group values in integral test parameters in the test and reference groups as per Student's or Fischer's test, significance levels fixed at p<0.05 or p<0.01 as per "X" criterion (Van der Waerden criterion).

Results and discussion. Allergic activity of a MC is predominantly determined by strong or intensive allergenic components but sensitizing effects produced by MC are much more intense than detected allergic reactions to cross tests on animals performed with their separate allergic components. Allergy-diagnostic reactions to those components were detected mostly at the same level or a bit lower when they were introduced into animals separately though standard sensitizing doses were 10-100 times higher than their quantitative contents in sensitizing MC doses. Therefore, combined effects produced by MC are determined less by additivity of sensitizing effects produced by separate components than by their mutually modulating interrelations in a body that could have various character depending on sensitizing capacities and quantitative contents in a MC. To prove it, below we describe specific results of examining glass fiver greases (GFG) that contained components with their allergic activity differing in its intensity.

GFG-78 contained strong allergenic components (belonging to the 1st allergic activity category) in equal and quite high quantitative contents, namely TEG-1 epoxy resin and Di-cyan-diamide formaldehyde vinegar (DCV) resin; we detected an inhib-
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ited immune response to the latter component, especially as per DHS, while an intensity of a challenge dermal test showing response to TEG-1 was even a bit higher (average score was equal to 1.7±0.36) than when the component was introduced into animals separately (average score was equal to 1.5±0.4 while its dose was 12.5 times higher) with a simultaneous decrease in a humoral hyperimmune response. Consequently, TEG-1 is a dominant inhibiting immune modulator as regards DCV that is as strong an allergen. However, a bit higher DHS to GFG-78 as a complete mixture (average score is equal to 2.0±0.36) in comparison with its primary allergenic components proves that epoxy resin has a potentiating effect on other, weaker components in the mixture (Massil Ameo, the 3rd allergic activity category). When TEG-1 was replaced in GFG-78 with a weaker allergen TEG-10 (its fraction being the same), it resulted in a decrease in overall allergenic activity of the mixture (average score was equal to 1.7±0.36) against GFG-78, but components had the same immune modulation as the leading allergenic component TEG-10 dominantly inhibited predominantly cell hyperimmune response to another strong allergen DCV simultaneously potentiating sensitizing effects produced by other components.

L.A. Dueva, V.G. Chmut [3] introduced a simple combination of strong chemical allergens, chromium chloride and urea-formaldehyde resin or epoxy (ED-20 + DEG-1 plasticizer), their contents being proportionate, in substantial doses into animals; they also detected mutual reinforcement of a hyperimmune response that was more significant to chromium, that is, they observed a potentiating effect.

If contents of a strong allergenic component are reduced in a mixture, than a component that prevails in its quantitative contents becomes a dominating one as regards inhibiting allergic effects produced by other components. Thus, epoxy resin ED-5 in GFG-483 inhibited a hyperimmune response to DEG-1 (its contents being 2.5 times lower) mostly as per DHS, but not IHS, with simultaneous reinforcement of effects produced by weaker allergens (KZOT, ES-1) that didn't lead to a substantial decrease in allergenic effects produced by the mixture.

Nevertheless, when a strong or intense chemical allergen is contained in a mixture in low quantity, for example, PR-4 in GFG TZ (0.3%) or PR-3 in GFG-76 (0.15%), and a mixture contains other weaker allergenic components (the 3rd category) in prevailing quantities (PN-M resin in GFG TZ or politerpenes in GFG-76), we observed inhibition of a hyperimmune response predominantly as per IHS to a DCV resin, a leading allergenic component, with simultaneous highly active allergic effects produced by PN-M resins and politerpenes. Potentiating immune modulations led to high allergization of animals to the whole mixtures GFG-TZ and GFG-76. Similarly, lower contents of DCV leading allergenic component (0.5%) and higher contents of PN-M resin (moderate allergen, 4.0%) in a mixture resulted in mutually enhancing immune modulation. We detected a similar effect when we examined some complex pesticides. Thus, when a strong allergen thiuram D (the 2nd category) was introduced into 53-90 pesticide (up to 14%), it led to an increase in sensitizing activity of another strong allergen, namely Tiabendazole (average score was equal to 0.8±0.27, p<0.05 against the control) and the overall mixture (average score was equal to 1.4±0.28, p<0.01) against 48-90 pesticide (average score was equal to 0.9±0.24, p<0.05). Although Tiabendazole contents were 3 times higher in the latter, average dermal test score in a challenge test performed on animals was lower (0.6±0.13, p<0.05).

A bit different immune modulation in MC was detected when only one strong or apparent chemical allergen was combined with one or several chemicals with weak or moderate allergic activity. Thus, in spite of DCV component concentration being rather high (2.5%) in GFG TZ-1 and TZ-2,
cellular and humoral hyperimmune response to it was a bit lower than in case of GFG-TZ and GFG-mTZ, but we detected a significant increase in allergenic effects produced by weak allergenic components, such as OkADA, stearox, and oxalen. And when DCV concentrations fell by 2-4 times in GFG-14 and GFG-1k, an immune response to a leading allergenic component became even less intense, especially as regards IHS, and allergy-diagnostic reactions to other components didn't enhance. As a result, detected DHS to the whole mixtures of the above mentioned GFG were significantly lower than to other DCV-containing mixtures.

This mutual weakening of a hyperimmune response was detected under exposure to a mixture of chromium chloride with intense and moderate allergens, for example, naphthalene-formaldehyde resin or divinyl styrene latex SKS-65, while a mixture of the former with a weak allergen (melanin-formaldehyde resin) drastically increased an immune response to the polymer [3]. E.S. Smirnova, G.V. Lomonova [4], S.A. Ashirova et al. [5] obtained similar results reflecting potentiating immune modulation of a strong allergen (toluene diisocyanate) as regards one or two weak sensitizers (dimethyl cyclohexalamine and dimethyl ethanolamine) under combined inhalation exposure to the mixture even at their Limch levels. Researchers also detected an enhanced allergenic effect produced by styrene due to a combination with greatly allergenic formaldehyde or similar potentiating of allergenic effects produced by weakly allergenic methyl methacrylate due to strongly allergenic acrylonitrile under inhalation exposure to binary mixtures in comparison with their separate effects at Limch levels [6, 7].

At the same time, we didn't detect immune-modulating competitive relations (additive effects) between moderate-weak chemical allergens in MC in intradermal sensitization models regardless of their quantitative contents and ratios in a mixture with relevant relatively weak allergenic activity of the latter (for example, such mixtures as GFG-1, 4-88, 6, 25, Shl-1, 2).

On the other hand, we should take into account influences exerted on immune-modulating relations by allergens and MC components with adjuvant effects and irritating properties. Indeed, when GFG mPE and TZ-1 that didn't contain mineral oils were introduced into animals, we detected not only a decrease in hypersensitivity induction to DCV leading allergen but also less apparent potentiating of effects produced by weaker allergenic components accompanied with a substantial decrease in allergenic activity of these mixtures.

We detected greater allergenic activity of those MC that had more apparent irritating properties. For example, GFG-2 (average score as per local dermal effects is $3.3\pm0.27$) contained DCV in the same quantity as GFG-1k (average score as per local dermal effects is $1.3\pm0.27$) but detected DHS and especially IHS to DCV were 2.5 times higher for the former mixture with simultaneous distinct increase in allergic dermal test-reactions to other components (DBS, ADE-3). Accordingly, GFG-2 had higher allergenic activity (average test-reaction score was $1.9\pm0.27$, $p<0.01$ against the control and the 2nd test) than GFG-1k (average score was $0.75\pm0.27$, $p<0.05$ against the control).

Therefore, allergenic activity of a MC is determined by immune-modulating relations between its components that can induce competitive (inhibiting), independent, or, much more frequently, potentiating hyperimmune response to chemical allergens. Intensity and predominant type of chemical immune modulation mostly depend on a combination of allergens with various intensity, their quantitative contents and ratios, occurrence of substances with non-specific properties in a mixture that influence immune processes. Accordingly, essence and mechanisms of immune modulation that induce allergenic reactions in a body under exposure to a mixture of chemicals with different toxic, irritating, and allergenic effects, will differ from...
In this case specific mechanisms of immune response potentiating are quite similar to immunologic tolerance failure [1, 2, 9, 10]. Let us explain why. Firstly, simultaneous introduction of haptons with different functionally active groups determined their conjugation with different auto-protein carriers, and as T-helpers have non-specific receptors to a carrying section in an Ag, that is, belong to different clones, there is no competition between complex Ag [2, 10].

Secondly, tolerance and, consequently, competitive inhibition of hyperimmune effects is easily eliminated via immunization with cross-reacting Ag [8]. Thus, it was detected in experiments, that immunization of a body with bovine serum albumin (BSA) with two different adjuvant groups (acetyl and picrile or arsenilate and sulfanilate) eliminated tolerance to BSA conjugate with one of these haptons. And the higher was an extent of replacement with hapten, the more efficient this conjugate was an agent that eliminated areactivity to a carrier protein [12]. Elimination of tolerance results in occurring anti-bodies and sensitized lymphocytes to new conjugate epitopes and to epitopes of a modified carrier protein and initial auto-protein which tolerance had been to [2, 11].

We should also take into account that haptons immune dominants are specific but a considerable part of ligand dominant created by a modified auto-carrier, especially in case of identical or similar active chemical groups of haptons, has relative specificity [2]. Cross-reacting antigen determinants stimulate activated T-helpers (CD4+CD28+), which, due to specific and non-specific helper factors, activate b-lymphocytes, macrophages, and effector T-lymphocytes, and it is accompanied with an enhanced antibody and/or cellular hyperimmune response to a combination of haptons [2, 13–15]. Therefore, the stronger haptons modify a protein matrix (that is, have high sensitizing capacities) and the higher their dose is, the more intensely a balance immune regulation mechanism is violated with prevailing IHS reinforcement; on the contrary, weak chemical allergens with preserved tolerance to their carrier auto-proteins will not induce an enhanced hyperimmune response under joint effects.

Indeed, experiment with MC revealed that the stronger allergens a mixture contained, the more intense a potentiating effect was, especially as regards enhanced IHS. With relatively low contents of strong allergens in a mixture, one of them dominantly inhibits predominantly DHS, but not IHS, to a weaker one or that contained in smaller quantity. Simultaneously, other, less active allergens are also activated, mostly as per IHS. If a mixture contains one or even several strong chemical allergens but in low concentrations, it doesn't induce potentiating immune modulation as it is confirmed by data collected by L.A. Dueva et al [16] in their research on combined veterinary medications.

At the same time, non-specific factors make a significant contribution into potentiating of allergenic effects produced by MC. Some research revealed that substances with irritating or adjuvant effects stimulated the macrophage system with adequate activation of cooperation between immune-competent cells and non-specific cytokine regulating network; it led to a greater humoral and cellular immune response to chemical allergens. We should also take into account that multiple industrial chemical mixtures (greasers, cutting lubricants, synthetic detergents, etc.) contain emulsifying and antistatic substances that are mostly synthetic SAS. Many SAS are known to not only have irritating, allergenic, and auto-allergenic properties, but also promote penetration of other chemicals into a body through natural barriers (skin and mucous tunic) [17, 18]. Besides, it has been proven recently, that cation, non-ionic, and especially
poly-cation SAS have apparent dose-dependent activating immune-modulating effects due to activation of macrophages, enhanced migration and cooperation between T- and B-cells with significant stimulation of antibodies formation [1, 19].

It is also quite appropriate to mention violation of cognate identification and idio-pathic regulation of an immune response due to immunotoxic effects produced by chemicals on immune-competent cells which are especially sensitive to any metabolic failures, predominantly, on proliferating cytotoxic suppressor T-cells (CD3⁺CD8⁺). This process is significantly involved into potentiating immune modulation of haptens. A deficiency in activated CD8⁺CD28⁺ lymphocytes leads to tolerance failure and is accompanied with polyclonal activation of B-lymphocytes and selection of activated effector T-lymphocytes clones [1, 20, 21].

Therefore, realization of allergic effects by a mixture of chemicals that contains components with different toxic, irritating, and allergenic properties, simultaneously involves multiple interrelated mechanisms of specific immune modulation (elimination of tolerance to epitopes of conjugate and a modified carrier protein, occurrence of cross-reacting antigen determinants, etc.) and non-specific one (adjuvant, irritating, and immunotoxic effects on immune-competent cells) that determine intensity and a predominant type of a hyperergic immune response to a MC and, consequently, a probable clinical course of an OAD.

**Conclusion.** We analyzed the results obtained in experimental research and it allowed us to make the following conclusions.

1. Intensity of allergenic activity a MC has is determined not only by how intense allergenic properties of its separate components are but also by immune modulating relations between them that can have additive or, more frequently, potentiating effects on a hyperergic immune response.

2. Essence and predominant type of immune modulation effects produced by MC components naturally depend on a combination of allergens with different intensity, their quantitative contents and ratio, occurrence of substances with non-specific adjuvant, irritating, and immunotoxic properties in a mixture:
   - if a mixture contains several strong chemical allergens in high concentrations, modulation induces an enhanced immune response between them and to weaker allergenic components;
   - if a mixture contains strong and intense chemical allergens, a stronger one or a component that is contained in prevailing quantity dominantly inhibit predominantly DHS of another simultaneously potentiating an immune response mostly as per IHS to other, weaker allergenic components, especially if they are contained in a mixture in high quantities;
   - If a strong chemical allergen is contained in a mixture in low quantities, or a mixture contains only moderate and weak allergenic components, a hyperimmune response is additive;
   - If a mixture contains chemical allergens and components with adjuvant and/or irritating properties (greasers, SAS, polyelectrolytes), it leads to a significantly enhanced immune response predominantly as per humoral hypersensitivity.

3. Predominantly potentiating effects produced by combined exposure to a mixture of chemical allergens are determined by several interrelated mechanisms of specific and non-specific immune modulation; it should be taken into account when developing and implementing activities aimed at correcting and reducing allergenic activity of MC, their hygienic regulation, and assessing risks related to OAD development in workers and their prevention.
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